ACROSS

1 Healthy seed
5 Any of the Fab Four
11 Band's man Louis and kin
17 Sound units
18 Pedicurist's target
19 Deny
20 Intelligent gent from Manama?
22 Actress Plummer
23 Apple’s operating system
24 Wolfish inspection
25 Batty fellow from Baghdad?
27 “National pastime”
30 Arthur of entertainment
32 Outs partner
33 Once powerful Itrs.
34 Daub
35 Ship area
37 University in Medford, MA
39 Like winter weather
41 Yalie
42 Ski lift
43 A Kardashian
46 MacTavish patch?
52 Belittle
54 Musical number
55 Between a and u
56 Amaze
58 Cut wood
59 Flying mammal
60 Short letters
62 ‘99 French Open winner
63 Catchword
64 Swarms of Rio revelers?
68 Conditional leave
70 Sea eagles
71 Gounod opera
72 Org. for orthopedists
75 Hard work
76 Bottom line
77 Mothering, for short
78 Word before flick or flirt
79 Shaded walkways
82 Peres perusal?
87 For shame!
88 Religious inst.
89 Eternity
90 Hardened
91 Make alterations
93 Tumbler
95 Wildcats
99 Famed German admiral
102 Siouan
103 Timbuktu loc.
104 Hangar site
107 Rum-loving Rom?
110 “It was ______ mistake”
111 Had a date
112 Bump ______ goldbricker
113 Sly guy from Lahore?
118 Prepare apples
119 Penitents
120 Exceedingly
121 Cut to ribbons
122 Mother of Calcutta
123 Arias, at times

DOWN

1 Gliding step
2 ___ polloi
3 Roadhouse
4 Places of refuge
5 Danish nobelist in physics
6 Auction ending
7 Data
8 Formosa, today
9 Director Wertmuller
10 Extract
11 Beseeches, in a way
12 Notes between do and fa
13 Wax-winged youth of myth
14 Supernatural forces
15 Mind one’s P’s ___
16 Flight part
17 Golf tournament type
18 Chinese money
20 Baby items
21 ___ canto
26 Coach Rockne
28 Cockney valentine symbols
29 Bric-a-___
30 Hard blow
31 “The Red”
36 Red Rose, e.g.
38 TV closeup
40 Old joke
43 Motorcycle maker
44 Residents: suffix
45 Ancient Persian
46 Show sorrow
47 Bks. expert
48 Epidemic
49 ___ Valley, CA
50 Winter wear
51 Abuse
52 Let the air out
53 Astronaut/politicain Jake
57 Homeless one
58 Kind of cat
59 Father
62 Nursing degs.
63 ___ Austrinus: constellation
65 Wander
66 Opposed
67 Respite
68 H.S. student test
69 Pointed tools
73 Part of USMA
74 Whichever
78 Party animal?
80 Windshield cleaner
81 Friendship
83 Starter start
84 Laugh loudly
85 Abbreviated reply
86 Exploit
91 Change TV programming
92 Cartoon of the ’60s
93 Mitzi of “South Pacific”
94 Casa suite
96 Pasta topper
97 Revise
98 A Pharaoh
99 Robust
100 Leaf section
101 Moon variation
105 Sort
106 Wadi washers
108 Knight time
109 Fully full
110 Guam harbor
114 Compass dir.
115 “I do”
116 ___ Canals
117 Part of ITT